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What will we be covering?

1. What a marketplace is

2. Unique challenges for marketplaces

3. What can you learn from marketplace sites

4. Key Takeaways



Hello! 
Senior SEO Manager at Blue Array

@GregoryE_seo @bluearray



I’ve been working in the industry for 6 years…

Before After 



Brands I’ve worked with:



What is an online 
marketplace?



What is an online marketplace?

● e-Commerce site which connects sellers and buyers

● Sellers will create listings for users to buy their 
products

● The marketplace will handle the transaction for the 
buyer and seller



Examples of Marketplaces



What about their 
unique challenges?



1. These sites can be 
enormous 



Typically due to users building:

1. Product Listings 2.   Profile Pages



Means marketplaces can get quite large…



Means marketplaces can get quite large…



These are only the pages that 
are indexable, they are likely 

even larger 



2. Site quality can be 
dependant on your users



With these listings/profiles 
we are very much at the 
mercy of the user… 



They can be good 



They can be bad 



They can be awful 



3. Relies on a combination 
of SEO practices



For example…



For example…

Large Scale 

Local SEO 



Another one…



Another one…

Large Scale 

e-Commerce 



To see success… 



1. We need to make it easy to crawl (due to its 
size)

2. We need to control the quality of pages 
Google accesses (due to user generated 
content)

3. We need to apply multiple SEO practices 
(due to the different types of marketplaces)



What learnings can you take 
from marketplaces? 



Lesson 1: Less is 
more (indexation)



Liken Google 
to a chef



Give Google poor 
quality ingredients 

(pages)…



We can’t expect a 
delicious meal (our 

site to perform)



Give Google high 
quality ingredients 

(pages)…



We can serve up a 
delicious meal 

(our site is more 
likely to perform)



In short…



First place to 
start…



Index Coverage Report





Discovered - currently not indexed

Suggests that Google does not see value 
in crawling this content.

Due to patterns Google has identified or 
a lack of importance.



Crawled - currently not indexed

Clearest indication that our content 
doesn’t add value.

Due to low quality content, content is 
too niche.

Discovered - currently not indexed

Suggests that Google does not see value 
in crawling this content.

Due to patterns Google has identified or 
a lack of importance.



Crawled - currently not indexed

Clearest indication that our content 
doesn’t add value.

Due to low quality content, content is 
too niche.

Discovered - currently not indexed

Suggests that Google does not see value 
in crawling this content.

Due to patterns Google has identified or 
a lack of importance.

Duplicate, Google chose different 
canonical than user

Google uses this section to flag URLs 
where they believe duplicate content to 

exist.



Review and take 
action!





Review everything on 
your site 



Some of 
you…



1. Pull all of the live pages for your site

2. Append supporting data to your 
pages

3. Manually review your pages 
(criterias can also help)





1. Does the page have value? (organic, 
brand or supplementary)

2. Is the page high-quality?



Does the page 
have a purpose 

on the site?

Is the page high 
quality?

Does the page 
have external 

backlinks?

No action 
required

Review or 
improve 

page

Redirect to 
relevant 

page on site

Remove 
from site

Y

Y N Y N

N

Keep Re-Optimise/
Review Remove



Results 
in…



Does this actually 
work? 



● Online marketplace which 
allowed you to hire tradespeople

● They had very, very, very 
granular location pages

● The site also featured numerous 
low quality pages

● We culled/redirected and 
improved these pages

A quick case study 



Indexation significantly improved!

+11% Increase+1.1M Pages



● Regularly review your content

● Make sure your content is of high quality

Learning 1: Less is more with indexation



Lesson 2: Rebuild 
page templates



Sites love to create 
templates to quickly 

push pages live 



Category Template Article Template Author Profile Template



Hubpages Template PLP Template PDP Template



Category Template Category + Location 
Template Profile Template



When optimising…



Changes to one page:
Good 



Inflicting change on 
scale:

Better 



Developers will also be 
overjoyed



How? 



1. Search for your primary term



2. Compare your competitor’s page vs your own

● User journey 
CTAs



2. Compare your competitor’s page vs your own

● User journey 
CTAs

● 8 profile listings



2. Compare your competitor’s page vs your own

● User journey 
CTAs

● 8 profile listings

● Informational 
content & FAQs



3. Consider the ordering of elements

Page Layout

Headings + user CTA

Profile listings

Informational content

FAQs

vs

Page Layout

Heading + intro text

How it works

Profile listings

Local reviews

Linking blocks



4. Think about the design



5. Make recommendations based on your 
findings

● Increase the number of profile listings from 3 to 8

● Move the profile listings higher up the page

● Make our profile listings more compact

● Include FAQs on our location pages



We did exactly 
this with a 

mobile mechanic 
site…



What did we see? 



Non-branded sitewide performance January - April 2023 vs 2022

Sitewide non-branded performance

40% Increase



Non-branded transactional page performance January - April 2023 vs 2022

Transactional pages non-branded performance

26% Increase



● Think wider than single page optimisation

● Make meaningful changes across 
templates

Learning 2: Rebuild page templates



Lesson 3: Don’t 
overlook technical 

changes



Google = Lazy



We need good technical health to:

1. Condense ranking signals

2. Make it easy for Google to crawl our 
site



Each site will have 
their own unique 
issues but some 

key offenders 
include… 



Mixed 
ranking 
signals

Hreflang

Condense Ranking 
Signals

10 incorrectly quoted 
attributes

3 million /fr
pages

30,000,000 hreflang
issues



12 incorrectly quoted 
canonicals

11 different 
countries

Mixed 
ranking 
signals

Hreflang

Non-
Indexable 

Canonicals

Condense Ranking 
Signals

132 issues from 1 page



Mixed 
ranking 
signals

Condense Ranking 
Signals

Hreflang

117 poor location pages
Over 1,000 

services

Non-
Indexable 

Canonicals

Near
Duplicate 
Content

117,000 issues (on /gb)



Make it easy to 
crawl

Inlink 
Issues

10 countries pages
Over 3 million 
URLs per site

Difficulty
Crawling

30,000,000 redirecting 
inlinks



Make it easy to 
crawl

Inlink 
Issues

10 countries pages
Over 1,000 

service
Page

Speed

Difficulty
Crawling

10,000 important pages 
with issues



We can see how 
quickly these 

issues can scale



One final case study… 



Fixed 4/5 of these issues 
(page speed is still a work in progress )



Non-branded sitewide performance last 3 months vs previous year

Sitewide performance

+63% Impression 
increase

+54% Click 
increase



● Make your site easy to crawl and index

● Identify scalable solutions

Learning 3: Don’t overlook technical fixes



To Recap…



Learnings you can apply from marketplace sites

1. Manage your indexation and serve high quality 
pages

2. Identify scalable optimisation opportunities

3. Technical changes at scale are worthwhile



Thanks for 
listening!

@GregoryE_seo @bluearrayseo GregoryEdwards28
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